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EXPERIMENTS WITH SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI�S. HofmannGesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung (GSI)Plankstraÿe 1, D-64220 Darmstadt, Germany(Reeived Deember 1, 1998)In two series of experiments at SHIP, six new elements (Z = 107�112)were synthesized via fusion reations using lead or bismuth targets and1n-deexitation hannels. The isotopes were unambiguously identi�ed bymeans of �-� orrelations. Not �ssion, but alpha deay is the dominantdeay mode. Cross-setions derease by two orders of magnitude frombohrium (Z = 107) to element 112, for whih a ross-setion of 1 pb wasmeasured. Based on these results, it is likely that the prodution of isotopesof element 114 lose to the island of spherial SuperHeavy Elements (SHE)ould be ahieved by fusion reations using 208Pb targets. Systemati stud-ies of the reation ross-setions indiate that the transfer of nuleons is animportant proess for the initiation of fusion. The data allow for the �xingof a narrow energy window for the prodution of SHE using 1n-emissionhannels. The likelihood of broadening the energy window by investigationof radiative apture reations, use of neutron de�ient projetile isotopesand use of atinide targets is disussed.PACS numbers: 23.60.+e, 25.70.�z, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionAt the end of the last deade, the prospets for heavy element researhwere not promising: Only one more deay hain of 266Mt was identi�ed in aon�rmation experiment [1℄. Only ross-setion limits had been reahed insearh experiment for the elements 110 and 111 (�(64Ni + 208Pb)<12 pb [2℄,�(40Ar + 235U)<8 pb [3℄, �(64Ni + 209Bi)<10 pb [4℄). Conditions for thesynthesis of heavy nulei were advaned [5℄, whih resulted in rather pes-simisti preditions for the synthesis of heavy nulei beyond meitnerium.Reation theory [6�10℄ predited great amounts of extrapush energy ne-essary for the fusion of heavy ions in reations with lead or in symmetri� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (621)



622 S. Hofmannsystems, heating the ompound nuleus to several ten's of MeV, whih againwould lower the ross-setion by ompound-nuleus �ssion. A rapid dereaseof the ross-setions far below the 1 pb level was expeted for the produ-tion of new elements taking into aount extrapush energy. However, anextrapolation of the experimentally known ross-setions up to element 110showed that the 1n-emission hannel of old fusion reations with 208Pb tar-gets resulted in the highest ross-setion ompared with 2n emission or hotfusion reations. A ross-setion of 1 pb was estimated for the synthesis ofelement 110 by the reation 62Ni + 208Pb ! 269110 + 1n [11℄.Inreasing the experimental sensitivity by simply extending the measur-ing time was not feasible, at least not in experiments performed regularly ona ross-setion level of 1 pb or less. A redution of the measuring time ouldbe obtained by inreasing both the e�ienies of the experimental set-up andthe intensity of the beam urrents. Values of up to 1 p�A (1 p�A = 6.24� 1012 partiles/s) are feasible. In the ideal ase of 100 % overall e�ieny,an average of one event per day will be measured at a ross-setion of 1 pb.These improved onditions would support an extension of the measurableross-setion range, down to even 0.1 pb in spei� ases. The upgrades ofthe experimental equipment are desribed in more detail in Ref. [12℄.2. The new elements 110, 111 and 112A series of irradiations at SHIP using the improved set-up started at theend of 1993. The e�ets of the improvements were tested through the inves-tigation of new neutron de�ient isotopes of elements from mendelevium toseaborgium [13℄. The reation proess was studied by measurement of exi-tation funtions for prodution of rutherfordium in June-July and hassiumin Otober 1994.Experiments aiming at identi�ation of elements Z = 110 and 111 werearried out in November-Deember 1994. In November-Deember 1995 thereation 82Se + 208Pb ! 290116� was investigated in the searh for a fusionproess by radiative apture. Element 112 was identi�ed in February-Marh1996. Beams of 40Ar, 50Ti, 51V, 58Fe, 62Ni, 64Ni, 68Zn, 70Zn and 82Se wereused with urrents up to �0.5 p�A. Targets of lead isotopes and 209Bi wereirradiated. The isotopes 269110, 271110, 272111 and 277112 were identi�edby 4, 9, 3 and 2 deay hains, respetively [12, 14℄. The mean values of thedeay data are shown in the hart of nulei, Fig. 1.
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624 S. HofmannThe most neutron-rih isotopes of the elements bohrium to 110, 268Mt,264Bh, 273110 and 269Hs ould be identi�ed as daughter produts of the �deay of 272111 and 277112, see Fig. 1.Shortly before the searh for element 110 was initiated at SHIP, thepossible evidene for observation of the � deay of 267110 produed by thereation 59Co + 209Bi was reported by Ghiorso et al. [15℄.In a series of experiments the elements Sg, Hs and 110 were also investi-gated by a Dubna-Livermore ollaboration at the U400 ylotron at Dubnausing a gas-�lled separator. The hot fusion reations 22Ne + 248Cm, 34S+ 238U and 34S + 244Pu were studied, and the results were published byLazarev et al. [16℄. The data are shown in Fig. 1.3. Searh for element 113The experiment to searh for element 113 was ompliated by the fatthat no exitation funtion for the prodution of odd elements from dubnium(Z = 105) to element 111 was known well enough to allow for an estimateof the optimum beam energy for prodution of element 113. Therefore, thetwo reations 58Fe + 209Bi ! 267Mt� [17℄ and 50Ti + 209Bi ! 259Db� wereinvestigated before the main experiment. The irradiation was arried outin February and Deember 1997. The result of these experiments was thatthe position and widths of the exitation funtion of the 1n hannel formeitnerium and of the 1n to 3n hannel for dubnium are the same as for thenext lighter even element, only the ross-setion value is smaller.Element 112 was observed at a 70Zn-beam energy of 344 MeV, whihresulted in an exitation energy of 9.85 MeV averaged over the 208Pb-targetthikness. To obtain the same exitation energy for prodution of element113, a beam energy of 348 MeV was alulated. Using this energy, the beamtime of the �rst part of the experiment started on Marh 5, 1998. Targetsof 209Bi with 450 �g/m2 thikness were irradiated. Within a period of25 days a dose of 4.5 � 1018 projetiles of 70Zn was olleted, in a seondperiod of 21 days starting at April 15, 1998, a dose of 3.0 � 1018. A slightlydi�erent beam energy of 350 MeV was used in the seond part, resulting inan exitation energy of the ompound nuleus of 11.57 MeV. The obtainedross-setion limits are 0.9 and 1.4 pb, respetively. The beam energy wasinreased slightly in the seond part to take into aount a possible shiftof the exitation funtion to a higher energy, whih was indiated by thetwo data points measured for element 111, however, with low statistialsigni�ane, The 1.7 MeV step in the exitation energy is small ompared tothe expeted width of the exitation funtion so that the two limits an stillbe averaged. A value of 0.6 pb results at a mean exitation energy of 10.71MeV. The ross-setion limits are alulated at a probability level of 68%.



Experiments with Superheavy Nulei 625The obtained ross-setion limit for the prodution of element 113 isnot ompletely ontraditory to the expetations. The reahed limit is stillhigher than the lower value for the range of possible ross-setions estimatedto be within a window from 0.3 to 1.0 pb. However, the experiment obvi-ously showed that the present experimental set-up is not sensitive enoughto perform regularly experiments on a level of a few hundred femtobarnswithin reasonable time. A further upgrade is needed in order to improve thesensitivity by another fator of 5 to 10, as it was performed in the past toreah the ross-setion level of 1 pb.4. Ground-state properties of SHE4.1. Ground-state binding energy and deformationShell-model alulations based on the Strutinsky approah [18℄ are mostsuessful in reproduing the measured nulear binding energies. Experi-mental values are obtained by orrelation of the �-deay data to deay-hainnulei of known masses. Fig. 2 shows a plot of deviations of various alu-lated data from the experimental values. For odd nulei an unertainty inthe experimental data arises, beause � transitions either to exited levelsor from isomeri states annot be exluded. Suh deviations may reah lev-els of several hundreds keV. Signi�ant deviations of some of the alulatedvalues of up to 3 MeV arise for nulei, for whih bigger shell gaps determinethe binding energy, here at Z = 110, N = 162.

Fig. 2. Comparison of alulated mass derements with the experimental data fornulei of the �-deay hain of 277112. The alulated data are from Liran and Zeldes(LirZ76a) [19℄, Möller et al. (FRDM-95, FRLDM-95) [20℄, Myers and Swiateki(TF-96) [21℄, Smolanzuk (Smol98a) [22℄ and �wiok et al. (CwiH94a) [23℄.



626 S. HofmannReently, several attempts at understanding the shell struture proper-ties of SHE based on the self-onsistent theory were made [24,25℄. There areseveral fators, whih in�uene the alulations, thus making them unertainespeially in the region of SHE.The atual loation of the three low spin proton subshells 2f5=2, 3p3=2 and3p1=2, whih are �lled between Z = 114 and 126, may result in a washingout of the shell e�et for SHE. Qualitatively, we may expet a wide and lessdeep minimum of the negative shell-orretion energies in the ase that thelow spin proton levels are equally distributed in energy between Z = 114and 126. Then, also the �ssion barriers will be �at and narrow, their heightand width is mainly determined by the ground-state shell-orretion energy.As a result, the �ssion half-lives will be relatively short. On the other hand,if a wide energy gap will exist beyond one of the proton numbers 114, 120 or126, then the shell-orretion energies will be pronouned for that element.In ombination with the neutron shell e�et at N=184 a sharp and deepminimum will be formed, similar to that of the double magi 208Pb, resultingin a high �ssion barrier and relatively long �ssion half-life. Also the � half-lives will be stronger modulated by great shell e�ets resulting in long �half-lives below and short half-lives above the magi number.4.2. Deay properties of SHEIn order to estimate the deay properties of SHE, the preditions set forthby the marosopi-mirosopi models are extremely useful for the urbedextrapolation into this region. In Fig. 3 the results of the alulations byMöller et al. [20℄ and Smolanzuk and Sobizewski [22, 26℄ are presented.The dominating partial half-life is shown in Fig. 4a for even-even nulei.The two regions of deformed heavy nulei and spherial SHE merge andform a region of � emitters surrounded by �ssioning nulei. The longesthalf-lives are 1000 s for deformed heavy nulei and 30 y for spherial SHE.Nulei with suh long half-lives produed at low ross-setions (�10 nb) aredi�ult to measure using the present experimental tehniques. In addition,only short �-deay hains are expeted. The half-lives of nulei at N = 184and Z <110 are redued from �� deay.Fig. 4b shows the presently known nulei and ompound nulei, whihould be formed by reations with 208Pb or 248Cm targets and stable pro-jetile isotopes plotted on the ontour map of shell-orretion energies. Theregion of relatively long-lived deformed heavy elements is well overed by re-ations with 248Cm targets or the �-deay produts of reations with 208Pbtargets. This is not the ase for the entral region of spherial SHE. Thereations 82Se + 208Pb ! 290116� and 48Ca + 248Cm ! 296116� result inthe losest approah. Another approah may beome feasible with the useof neutron-rih radioative beams.
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Fig. 3. The deay properties of heavy and superheavy nulei aording to maro-sopi-mirosopi alulations. Ground-state shell-orretion energy (a); partial�ssion half-life of even-even nulei (b); unhindered �-deay half-life (); �+ and ��half-life (d). The �-stable nulei are marked by �lled squares. The alulated datain a), b) and ) are from Smolanzuk [22℄ and Smolanzuk and Sobizewski [26℄and in d) from Möller et al. [20℄.
Fig. 4. Dominating partial �, � or �ssion half-lives for even-even nulei (a). Thebold lines separate regions of dominantly � deay, � deay and spontaneous �s-sion. Diagram (b) shows the ground-state shell-orretion energy and ompoundnulei, whih an be reahed in reations with targets of 208Pb or 248Cm and stableprojetile isotopes. The presently known nulei are marked by �lled squares. Thesequene of arrows indiate the hypothetial deay hain of 290116.



628 S. HofmannIn the ase of high shell-orretion energies at Z = 126 and N = 184,this region of SHE would be easily aessible with stable projetiles in bothold and hot fusion reations with targets of lead or isotopes of the atinideelements. 5. Synthesis of SHE5.1. Exitation funtionsA summary of reently measured even-element exitation funtions orross-setion values of old fusion reations is shown in Fig. 5. The reationsover a range from 50Ti + 208Pb for the prodution of rutherfordium (Z =104) to 70Zn + 208Pb for the prodution of element 112.

Fig. 5. Measured even-element exitation funtions. On the left part, the ross-setions are plotted as a funtion of the dissipated energy E�, alulated from theenter-of-mass beam-energies in the middle of the target thikness and the Q-valuesusing the mass tables of Audi and Wapstra [28℄ for projetile and target. The masspredition of Myers and Swiateki [21℄ has been used for the ompound nuleus.The arrows mark the interation barriers of the reation aording to the fusionmodel by Bass [27℄. On the right part, the neutron binding energies aording toMyers and Swiateki [21℄ are subtrated. The resulting free reation energy is asum of the kineti energy of the emitted neutrons and the energy of emitted  rays.The ontinuous urves are gaussian �ts through the data points, the dashed urve(Z = 112) is extrapolated.



Experiments with Superheavy Nulei 629In all ases, where exitation funtions are known, the ross-setion max-ima on the right in Fig. 5 are approximately entered between zero and theinteration barrier aording to the Bass model [27℄. This empirial resultseems to present a sound means for the determination of the position of theross-setion maximum in old fusion reations.

Fig. 6. Diagrams of exitation energies at the interation barrier aording themodel of Bass [27℄. The upper luster shows the trend for hot fusion reations with238U targets and projetiles between O and Se, the lower, for old fusion reationswith 208Pb targets and projetiles from Ca to Ru. For the alulation of theexitation energies see aption to Fig. 5. The large symbols mark stable projetileisotopes, the little symbols radioative isotopes. The �lled symbols of Tz=4, 5and 6 nulei in the upper part are enhaned, beause they impressively mark thetransition from hot to old fusion with inreasing element number using atinidetargets. The other �lled symbols up to element 112 mark reations investigatedat SHIP by old fusion or in Dubna by hot fusion. The star symbols mark theexitation energies, at whih the maximum ross-setion was observed in old fusionreations. The 1n-binding energies of the ompound-nulei are in a range from 7.5to 8.2 MeV, marked by the horizontal bar.A omparison of exitation energies at the barrier for old and hot fu-sion reations over a wide range of SHE is shown in Fig. 6. A remarkabletransition is observed from a region of high exitation energies (>40 MeV)for reations with 238U target resulting in elements up to �114 into a regionof low exitation energies, down to 6 MeV for element 126. This re�ets ahange from hot fusion to old fusion with regard to the exitation energy.It is however likely, that the exitation energy is not the most importantquality parameter for distinguishing the two types of reation. Another pos-



630 S. Hofmannsibly more important di�erene ould be that 208Pb is a spherial losedshell nuleus with empty shells above the losure, and 238U is well deformedand midshell.Following the rule of maximum ross-setions of old fusion reationsworked out by means of Fig. 5, the urves in �g. 6 allow for the extrapolationof the trend beyond element 112. There is only a very narrow window ofexitation energy left for the prodution of element 114 with a 76Ge beamand 1n emission.For of element 116, the reations with 82Se and 80Se already give riseto exitation energies at the barrier that are smaller than the 1n-bindingenergy. In this ase the free energy an be emitted only by  rays. Thisso alled radiative apture hannel was observed in SHIP experiments forheavy ions by the reation 90Zr(90Zr,'s)180Hg [29℄. It is not yet known inthe region of SHE, where �ssion is a strong ompetition to the deexitationof the ompound nuleus.Alternatively, the 1n hannel may be investigated with neutron de�ientprojetiles resulting in exitation energies greater than the 1n-binding en-ergy. This hoie may beome important if the reation does not allow foran inrease in the kineti energy beyond the value determined by the Bassinteration barrier.5.2. Fusion initiated by transfer (FIT)In all of the investigated old fusion reations the largest ross-setionwas measured 'below the barrier'. The energy relations that determine thebarrier are drawn in Fig. 7 for the reation 64Ni + 208Pb and a barrierbased on the model by Bass [27℄ is also given. A tunneling proess throughthis barrier annot explain the measured ross-setions. The onlusionis that additional e�ets must allow for fusion. Attempts to improve theheavy element fusion-barrier alulations were reently published by Mölleret al. [30℄.At and below the barrier, the kineti energy in the enter-of-mass systemis onverted into potential energy, and the reation partners ome to rest in aentral ollision in a touhing on�guration. In the ase of 64Ni + 208Pb, theinitial kineti energy of 236.2 MeV, at whih the ross-setion maximum wasmeasured, is exhausted by the Coulomb potential at a distane of 14.0 fmbetween the reation partners. At that distane only nuleons on the outersurfae are in ontat.We reall that the kineti energy at the surfae of orbiting nuleons islow. Therefore, at the point of ontat of two nulei in a entral ollision theprobability of nuleons or pairs of nuleons leaving the orbit of one nuleusand move into a free orbit of the reation partner is high. The proess is
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Fig. 7. Energy against distane diagram for the reation of an almost spherial 64Niprojetile with a spherial 208Pb target nuleus resulting in the deformed fusionprodut 271110 after emission of 1 neutron. At the entre-of-mass energy of 236.2MeV the maximum ross-setion was measured. On the left the reation partnersare represented by their nulear potentials (Woods�Saxon) at the ontat on�gu-ration, where the initial kineti energy is exhausted by the Coulomb potential. Onthe right the outermost proton orbitals are shown at the ontat point. For theprojetile 64Ni an oupied 1f7=2 orbit (hathed area) is drawn and for the target208Pb an empty 1h9=2 orbit. The protons irulate in a plane perpendiular tothe drawing. The Coulomb repulsion, and, thus, the probability for separation isredued by the transfer of protons. In this model the fusion is initiated by transfer(FIT).shown shematially on the right side in Fig. 7. An adequate theoretialdesription ould be obtained by use of the two-enter shell model [31℄. Anapproah that reprodues the measured ross-setions within the frameworkof a dinulear system (DNS-model) was given by Antonenko et al. [32℄.Beause of pairing energies and high orbital angular momenta involved,the transfer of pairs is more likely than that of single nuleons. The de-sribed proess is a fritionless pair transfer ourring at the ontat pointin a entral ollision at zero longitudinal momenta in the irradiation of 208Pbtargets. This apture proess seems to already be disturbed at kineti en-ergies only slightly higher than those determined by the Bass interationbarrier, as disussed my means of the measured exitation funtions shownin Fig. 5.After transfer of 2 protons from 64Ni to 208Pb the repulsive Coulombfore is dereased by 4.9 % allowing for the maintenane of the reationpartners in lose ontat and for ontinuation of fusion initiated by transfer(FIT).Important fators, whih in�uene the ross-setion at the very beginningof the fusion proess, are:



632 S. Hofmann1. The probability of a head-on ollision.2. The probability of proton transfer in ompetition with separation ofthe reation partners.The importane of old multi-nuleon transfer for the synthesis of newelements was determined by von Oertzen [33℄. The appliation of the FITmodel in the desription of the low energy fusion phenomena is based onthis work and the experimental result of maximum fusion ross-setions atenergies well below the Bass barrier. The transfer of massive lusters forprodution of heavy elements, espeially neutron rih speies, was onsideredby Magda and Leyba [34℄.In the ase of 248Cm bombardment with 48Ca the target nuleus is de-formed, and at barrier energies only a fration of ertain orientations willlead to fusion. This orientation e�et is absent in the ase of spherial 208Pbtargets. In addition, the oupations of levels at the Fermi surfaes are suhthat protons are more likely to transfer from the target to the projetile andthus inrease the Coulomb repulsion. The planned systemati irradiation ofatinide targets with a 48Ca beam in Dubna will probably result in basiinformation on the reation proess for the future synthesis of SHE by hotfusion. 6. OutlookThe reent tehnial developments serve as a basis for new experimentswith positive results in the region of superheavy elements. Important ques-tions are still open and need to be answered. A short list of future experi-ments is herewith given:1. Proof of the shell e�et at Z = 114 to establish the loation of SHE.2. Ground-state to ground-state � deay of even-even nulei for moreaurate evaluation of nulear binding energies.3. Searh for � transitions of even-even nulei into rotational levels fordetermination of the degree of deformation, espeially in the region ofnulei near N = 162.4. Fission branhings of even-even nulei, for omparison of the extratedpartial �ssion half-lives with the results of nulear models.5. Extension of the ross-setion data by measurement of omplete exi-tation funtions.6. Comparison of ross-setions of various ombinations of odd and evenreation partners may be the best approah to understanding the old-fusion reation mehanism on a mirosopi level.7. Fusion with more neutron-rih radioative projetiles and improvedexitation-funtion systematis for hot-fusion reations.8. Searh for radiative apture proesses (0n hannel).



Experiments with Superheavy Nulei 6339. Deexitation of the ompound nuleus by in beam  spetrosopy usingthe reoil tagging tehnique.10. Gamma spetrosopy of separated fusion produts after eletron ap-ture.11. Trapping of separated ions for preise mass measurement and investi-gation of the eletron on�guration by laser spetrosopy.12. Chemial properties of elements beyond seaborgium and further stud-ies of hemial properties of seaborgium and the lighter transatinideelements.One an hope that during the oming years more data will be measuredin order to promote a better understanding the stability of the heaviestelements and the proesses, that lead to fusion. Mirosopi desription ofthe fusion proess may be needed for an e�etive explanation of the measuredphenomena in the ase of low dissipative energies. Then, also relationshipsbetween fusion probability and stability of the fusion produts may beomeapparent.An opportunity for the ontinuation of experiments in the region of SHEat dereasing ross-setions will be a�orded by further aelerator develop-ments. Radioative beams and high urrent beams are the options for thefuture. At inreased beam urrents, values of a few 10 p�A may beomepossible. Ideally, the ross-setion level for the performane of experimentsan be shifted down into the region of 1 fb. These high urrents, in turn,require the development of a new target and improvement of the separator.For helpful disussions I want to thank S. �wiok, P. Möller, W. Nören-berg, W. von Oertzen and A. Sobizewski.REFERENCES[1℄ G. Münzenberg. et al., Z. Phys. A330, 435 (1988).[2℄ G. Münzenberg. et al., GSI Annual Report 1985, GSI-86-1, 1986, p. 29.[3℄ G. Münzenberg. et al., GSI Annual Report 1986, GSI-87-1, 1987, p. 14.[4℄ Yu.Ts. Oganessian et al., Radiohimia Ata, 37, 113 (1984).[5℄ K.H. Shmidt, W. Morawek Rep. Prog. Phys. 54, 949 (1991).[6℄ R. Nix, A.J. Sierk, Phys. Rev. C15, 2072 (1977).[7℄ W.J. Swiateki, Nul. Phys. A376, 275 (1982).[8℄ J. Bloki et al., Nul. Phys. A459, 145 (1986).[9℄ P. Fröbrih, Phys. Lett. B215, 36 (1988).[10℄ D. Berdihevsky et al., Nul. Phys. A502, 395 (1989).[11℄ S. Hofmann, Journal of Alloys and Compounds 213/214, 74 (1994).
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